PROCUREMENT PRIOR INFORMATION NOTICE

Supply of Radio Equipment in the scope of the Border Management Programme for the Maghreb Region (BMP-Maghreb) – Moroccan Component

Kingdom of Morocco

1. Publication reference
   ICMPD/19.036/SUP/BMP/RAD/MOR

2. Procedure
   Open

3. Programme title
   Border Management Programme for the Maghreb Region (BMP-Maghreb)

4. Financing
   T05-EUTF-NOA-REG-07 (T05.519)

5. Contracting authority
   International Centre for Migration Policy Development (ICMPD)

6. Contract description

7. Indicative number and titles of lots
   Lot 1: Radio hardware including Tetra Mobile Radios, Tetra Hand Radios, batteries, battery chargers, antennas, programming kits, radio to LMR router cables, microwave transmission nodes and headsets.

   Lot 2: Radio software

8. Intended timing of publication of the contract notice
   October 2019
9. Additional information
Not Applicable

10. Legal basis

Remarks:

*There must be a minimum period of 30 calendar days between the publication of this prior information notice and the publication of the corresponding contract notice.*

*No applications or requests for further information should be sent at this stage.*

Frederic Brimmel (Mr.)
Procurement Manager / Manager du bureau des achats